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Suffragette
the scene of military operations treatment 
different from that meted out to Christian 
populations. This charge seems now to 
be abandoned by the Imperial Chancellor, 
who spoke of Jewish and Christian popula- 
tions alike being transferred under Rus
sian military orders. In any case Jews or 
Christians or both were from their own 
point of view lucky to escape the German 
armies, whose dealings with civilians are 
so appallingly cruel.

What the World will not Tolerate.
The Imperial Chancellor in his speech 

tried very hard to find in British history 
some precedent for Germany’s treatment of 
Belgium, but failed to do so. The subject 
of Morocco he raised among others, but if 
he and the Kaiser and Germany as a whole 
imagine that the world will tolerate the 
presence of Germany in Morocco they are 
utterly mistaken. A glance at the map is 
enough to show that Germany’s possession 
of Morocco is inconsistent with the liberty 
of nations!

Appalling Hypocrisy!
An appalling hypocrisyand audacity of 

the Von Bethmann-Hollweg speech was 
his disquisition upon Poland!—Poland 
whose griefs and successive martyrdoms 
have been plotted and made in Germany ! 
The Germans who in their own land and 
through their representatives in Russia 
have framed and ruthlessly carried out the

von Bethmann-Hollweg.
As a piece of unexampled hypocrisy take 

his tribute to the neighbouring neutral 
nations and their ct practical manifesta- 
tions of love and humanity." Why could 
not Belgium have been left in the ranks of 
these neutral nations instead of being over-, 
run and ravaged and her people massacred 
by German hordes ? Germanic compli- 
ments must be painful indeed to Belgium’s 
sister States, who know that their destruc
tion would follow upon a German victory. 
The wolf in his dealings with Red Riding 
Hood was simply nothing compared to 
Germany ! The flattering words addressed 
to the Pope could not, one would say, be 
regarded as very much of a compliment.

Preparedness versus Unpreparedness.
The Germans, after twelve months’ 

events that have convinced the entire world 
of their guilty preparedness for war, now 
vainly try to call that preparedness in ques
tion. The Imperial Chancellor was, how
ever, silent as to the scheming and intrigue 
and treachery whereby 'before and since the 
war the Germans have tried to keep their 
adversaries unprepared for adequate self- 
defence. But the facts are coming to 
light, though even yet the half is not 
known !

Who would suppose from these words 
that the original crimes against Poland 
were due to Prussia and that whenever 
Russia has desired to do any measure of 
justice whatsoever to Poland, Prusso- 
Germany has stepped in to prevent this 
The hope of the Poles as of the rest of 
humanity is the defeat of Germany!

The " Freedom ” of the Seas.
The "‘ freedom of the seas ” of course 

was one of the Chancellor’s themes. The 
nature of the German Conception of mari
time freedom has been made so disagree
ably evident during this war that the 
United States for whose beguilement the 
phrase has been invented (with a view to 
securing American connivance in a scheme 
to cripple British sea power and thus en
sure German victory in a future war) will 
hardly be deceived!

The Balkans for the Balkan Peoples.
The Balkans for the Balkan peoples is 

the watchword not only of Russia, as the 
German Chancellor suggested in his 
speech, but of the whole civilised world. It 
is a red rag to Germany, who desires to 
substitute for it the watchword ie The 
Balkans for the Germans!” The long- 
continued German intrigue to this end cul- 
minating in a German war is now on the 
eve of final failure.

The Dangerous Haldane 
Negotiations.

As to the Bethmann-Hollweg account of 
the negotiations with Lord Haldane, the 
main thing to be said is that those negotia
tions were of a kind most perilous to our 
own country and to Europe. In their 
desire for peace and harmony with Ger- 
many, the British Government, as repre- 
seated by Lord Haldane, went much 
further than was safe in dealing with a 
Power notoriously and historically unfaith- 
ful to its word—a Power, moreover, that 
has before now provoked war under the 
false appearance of being provoked to it. 
If the Haldane negotiations had succeeded 
a terribly dangerous situation would have 
been created and the German ambition to 
defeat France and Russia first and then to 
overthrow this country might have been 
realised. To this subject we shall return 
in a future issue.

The Whole British People !
These words are written before the pub

lication of any statement which the Govern- 
ment may decide to make in reply to the 
German Chancellor’s remarks concerning 
the Haldane negotiations or the conversa- 
tion between Sir Edward Grey and the 
German Ambassador on August 4, 1914, 
but in any case the Kaiser and Germany 
must be aware that they have to reckon not 
only with a reconstituted British Govern- 
ment but also with the British people as 
a whole—including those of the Dominions 
over seas—with a British Government and 
the British people who have now learnt to 
know the Germans as they are and the 
German peril in all its darkness.

We Must Fight Harder than Ever !
"‘ Germany does not desire to dominate 

Europe,"’ says the German Chancellor in 
a final outburst of hypocrisy, but there 
must, he says, be no longer a European 
equilibrium—in other words all the weight 
must be in the scale of Germany, Germany 
must be over all and the pan-Germanist

Those German Socialists !!
There has been a German Socialist peti

tion against annexations. But those who 
sign it know perfectly well that the Kaiser 
and his Ministers will ignore it and that 
if the German armies are not defeated by 
the Allies, annexations will be made! 
Moreover, their petition is cancelled by the 
Socialists themselves because at the same 
time the Socialist Party in the Reichstag 
decided to vote far the war credits ! It has 
been said who approves the end approves 
the means, but it is equally true that who 
approves the means, approves the end.

For the Socialists to vote to finance the 
German armies who are in possession of 
Belgium, part of France and Poland and 
are pushing their invasion further still is 
to give the one indispensable form of sup
port to the Kaiser’s, the German, policy of
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aggression, conquest and annexation! 
Their false words are belied by their 
shameful deeds.

Prison for Disloyal Cranks.
As we have maintained from the begin- 

ning legal action taken by the Government 
against the U.D.C., the I.L.P., or other 
pro-Germa ns in our midst will in no way 
disturb the public or excite sympathy with 
the objects of prosecution and imprison- 
ment. Prison is a safer place and a more 
comfortable place for these disloyal and 
misguided persons than are the trenches 
or German prisons. While the best 
among British manhood are suffering 
unimaginable horrors at the hands of the 
Germans it would be ludicrous to waste a 
thought on the disloyal cranks whose own 
cranky disloyalty had brought them into 
British prisons. They would be in danger 
of worse ’hardships than that if the Ger- 
mans were to effect a landing here—unless 
perhaps they expect that the invading Ger
mans would treat them with leniency or 
even bestow the Iron Cross upon them in 

■ consideration of their services to the 
German cause!

Another point is this—these MacDonalds 
and others by conniving in . the past at 
the imprisonment of the Suffragettes who 
were trying to serve their country, have 
disqualified themselves from even asking 
for sympathy when they in turn are 
imprisoned.

Germans in the Camp.
From America, from Russia comes news 

of German trickery and of German- 
American and German-Russian treachery. 
The bright light of publicity is being 
thrown upon this subject and the result is 
admirable as a form of defence to the 
countries concerned against the German 
peril.

What are the Germans Doing 
Here?

But what are the Germans, hyphenated 
and otherwise, doing in Great Britain? 
Common sense forbids us to believe that 
they have not done and are not doing any- 
thing to correspond with their base doings 
in the United States and in Russia. Of 
course they have now and have long had 
schemes for application in Great Britain 
that correspond to their schemes for the 
United States and Russia. We do not 
speak of France in this connection because 
that country has, owing to circumstances 
and to firmness been able to eliminate 
Germans and German influence.

Since the outbreak of the war, the 
danger of Germans in the camp, whether 
naturalised or otherwise, hyphenated or 
ii on -hyphenated, is also keenly realised in 
Italy.

But in our own country there is still far 
too much scope allowed to Germans of the 
various categories mentioned above. In
deed we fear that German manoeuvres in 
Great Britain may be of a character even 
more dangerous, because more specious, 
more subtle, than they are in Russia and 
the United States.

A Supreme Duty.
We hold it to be a supreme duty to our 

Allies and especially to Russia, no less than 
to ourselves, to cleanse our Government 
departments of German influence. For 
us it should be easier than it is for Russia, 
a land that Germany has treated in some

sort as a subject province for two hundred 
years. When the Russians gave to their 
capital a Russian name, they performed 
an act of historic importance and expressed 
by an eloquent symbolism their resolve to 
be free to develop as a people in accordance 
with the Russian and not the Prussian 
genius. It is for us, the British people, 
to conduct ourselves in like manner and to 
realise that this war of the world in self- 
defence against Germanic Kultur and 
domination is not simply an affair of the 
battlefield--not a mere military tourna- 
ment—but a life-and-death struggle be- 
tween conflicting ideals that has to be made 
on every plane, by the civilians in their 
sphere no less than the soldiers in theirs.

Rumours, Suggestions and State
ments of German Manufacture.

To have Germanism in various forms in 
social life, in Government departments and 
so on, is simply to invite a repetition of the 
cotton trouble. Cotton would have been 
declared contraband at the beginning of 
the war if the counsels of British scientists 
rather than counsels that were really in
spired by Germanism had prevailed. What 
the Germans do is to launch rumours, sug- 
gestions, statements in a sense helpful to 
their own cause. These get into the air 
and the very people who circulate these 
rumours, suggestions and statements are 
many of them quite unaware of their 
Germanic origin. Moreover, the Germans 
were framing the contraband situation 
years ago. In the making of sea law—to 
suit themselves-—they are very adroit. A 
little more and they might have reduced 
our Navy almost if not quite to impotence, 
while they themselves were using their 
formidable army, restrained by no laws at 
all, for the destruction of world liberty.

Contrary to the Public Interest.
Sir Eyre Crowe, who is half German and 

is also married to a German, is regarded 
by people who have made some study of 
the matter, as being largely responsible for 
the unsatisfactory nature of the cotton 
policy which has undoubtedly hindered 
our speedy and successful prosecution of 
the war. Even if this were not so we 
should still maintain that the employment 
at the Foreign Office of an official con- 
nected by blood and marriage with Ger- 
many is contrary to the public interest— 
an evil which ought to exist no longer!

What Happens in Belgium—A Word 
to Miners and Mine-owners !

We give on page 292 an account of the 
suffering undergone by Belgian workers 
who refuse to work at the bidding of the 
Germans, knowing as they do that their 
work will contribute to the killing of their 
countrymen and their Allies and to the 
destruction of their national independence. 
Since this account was written has come 
the further news that though threatened 
with grave penalties and even with death, 
the Belgian miners at Charleroi have 
refused to go down into the pits and that 
there have been encounters between them 
and the German troops. How heroic are 
the Belgians who are thus gallantly resist
ing German conquest ! The mine-owners 
and miners of South Wales must surely 
find the Belgian example inspiring. And 
surely they do not forget that the mining 
districts of South Wales would be among 
the first districts to experience German 
methods of plunder and assassination!

WISE WORDS
The Task of Parliaments 
in War Time

HE great Russian newspaper the
Housskoie Slovo writes as follows 
with regard to the part which the 

Russian Duma ought to play under present 
conditions: —

The Duma has a great problem to solve— 
It is that of helping to organise the coun
try; to create regularity in production and 
distribution; to avert friction; to conciliate 
opposed interests; to put an end to abuses 
and disorders. .

There arise for the consideration of the 
Duma a mass of purely technical questions. 
To solve them is not a question of 
eloquence, nor of ready-made phrases, but 
is a question of possessing a knowledge of 
affairs and. the grasp of the practical 
organiser.

The Duma must be on its guard against 
the beaten track that great assemblies have 
a tendency to follow—that of electing a 
committee, of assembling a congress, of re
ferring a question to the deliberation of 
parties. Those are expedients destined to 
relieve the individual of all responsibility 
by throwing the decision upon a 
collectivity.

Practical affairs are organised not by a 
collectivity of persons, but by individuals 
having ■ the special knowledge and the 
original talents which are the characterise 
ties of an organiser. To put a man who is 
possessed of these talents in the place for 
which he is suited is the best solution of 
all practical difficulties.

There will remain for the Duma simply 
the task of control, of following the pro- 
gress of work, of taking measures to ensure 
that nothing shall be hidden; to sound the 
alarm in good time; to be the spokesman 
and the channel of all complaints, doubts 
and plans which are in the air; to receive 
suggestions and examine them attentively, 
to elaborate them, to reject that which is 
futile and wanting in weight; to calm the • 
country by its own calm and its authority; 
not to allow any useful suggestion to be 
overlooked, nor anything to be forgotten 
as regards organisation; to give its atten
tion to everything—there is the true, the 
indispensable function of the Duma.

It is impossible for any task to be greater 
and it must not pretend to do anything 
in addition.

The situation is in any case difficult to 
maintain. It is easy to criticise, to accuse, 
triumphantly to wash one’s hands, but by 
doing that the Duma would not be the 
centre of national defence and as a conse- 
quence it is not the Duma which would 
have the power to determine the national 
renaissance.

WHAT THE WAR MEANS TO AMERICA
A FEW weeks after war broke out 

a correspondent of tEe New X ork
“Nation” contributed to. its 

columns the following statement on what 
a German victory would mean to America. 
All that has happened since and the admis
sions as to German aims made by various 
sections of the German people leave re- 
enforced the contentions of this writer.

The result of triumphant German mili- 
tarism upon the United States' interests 
and ideals would be direct and fateful.

Let me state the inexorable logic of it 
in four postulates :

1. The triumph of Germany would make 
that country sole master on the Continent. 
The plans ' of German dynastic im- 
perialism, openly avowed by its cham- 
pions, such as General Bernhardi, are well 
known. A Pan-German Union would 
bond together Germany (with its depen- 
dencies Belgium, Netherlands, Denmark 
and Poland), Austria-Hungary and the 
Balkan States, as a military unit. France, 
Russia, England and Italy would be re- 
duced to the negligible military status 
which Spain now occupies. Any import- 
ant policy upon which German im
perialism might set its mind would be 
always as good as achieved.

2. This control would be, in essence, one 
of force—that is, of force as the latent threat 
and sanction for every diplomatic demand. 
Concerts, congresses, negotiations, treaties, 
would be more or less of a polite form. 
Germany would have proved that superior 
brute force is the final test of all disputes 
—not reason nor mutual debate.; and the 
possessor of that ultimate force would be 
Germany. The will of Germany—such 
would be the only standard for international 
welfare. And that will would be always 
an aggressive, meddling one, as well as a 
self-righteous one, secure in its own con
ceit of ever-justness and its own mission 
to govern the world and intolerant of 
other wisdom or other fancied rights and 
interests.

3. Germany would soon turn Argentina, 
Uruguay, Paraguay and South Brazil into 
colonies or dependencies, flying the German 
flag. This is a necessary and avowed part 
of its ambition to succeed England as the 
colonial Empire of the 1900s, as well as 
of its delusion that commercial world- 
greatness is dependent on political enlarge

ment of territory. The German popula
tions of those countries would effect the 
needed revolutions within five years after 
Germany’s triumph in the present war.

The Monroe Doctrine would be shattered 
thereby. Whether it is a sound doctrine 
or not (and I believe it to have been and 
to be still the wisest and soundest guaran
tee for American peaceful living), it would 
have to be either defended by force or 
abandoned entirely by 1920.

4. A modern republic like ours cannot be 
successful in war against a military despotism 
like Germany—especially a Germany when 
sole master of Europe. Only an enormous 
increase of fleet and standing army could 
give us the slightest hope of success. But, 
for preparing them, there must be ample 
Congressional debate and an open conver- 
si on of public opinion. And the moment 
such preparations were publicly sanc
tioned, German imperial ambition would 
take care to pick the necessary quarrel, 
before we could be ready to fight on equal 
terms; and the Hohenzollern would cor
rectly expect to dictate his terms of peace 
at the White House and to collect on Wall 
Street his ransom for not destroying New 
York.

What would be our situation then?
Either we must be torn, convulsed and 

ruined by a long defensive war, with a part 
of our foreign-blood citizenship taking 
sides for the foreign dictator and with 
ultimate defeat never in real doubt; or we 
must expect to purchase immunity, for at 
least a generation or two, by a humiliat
ing subserviency to Germany’s diplomatic 
demands. It was the haughty and inso- 
lent domineering of Gage’s and Brad
dock’s military officers which ground into 
the feelings of the American colonists and 
supplied the resentful emotional basis for 
our war of independence. Prussian mili
taristic diplomacy will exceed anything that 
ever offended us in England’s long past days 
of George III.

I do not care to contemplate the necessary 
plight of America’s diplomacy after 1920, 
when it has to face the demands of German 
self-righteous imperialism, in the inevitable 
clashing of interests between Germany and 
the United States in world-commerce and 
on the Monroe Doctrine. I should hope 
to be dead rather than be an American 
citizen under those conditions.

The truth is that the world, until now, 
was solidly on its way to the habitual 

settlement of its conflicting interests 
through reason and mutual persuasion. 
Superior reasoning and moral power were 
coming into their rightful place as the 
arbiters of disputes. But now Germany, 
hag-ridden by militarism, would substitute 
brute force. And this brute force, as the 
instrument of a self-righteous aggressive 
ambition, means the doom of genuine di- 
plomacy for other nations. And America’s 
only real strength is in diplomacy, i-e., 
brains and moral power. In a clash 
between the two, brute force will win and 
win brutally.

That is why the possibility of a German 
triumph comes directly home to us. To 
me, the prospect seems fateful for Ameri- 
can destinies.

I do not say for one moment that this 
nation should at this time contemplate 
anything but official neutrality. But I do 
say that no American can afford to shut his 
eyes to the inevitable future which one issue 
of this war would signify for himself and for 
his children.

A BATTLE SONG
Sons of Britain, old in fame, 
Heirs of an immortal name, 
Strike, because the danger’s near, 
Strike for all ye hold most dear; 
Plunged in combat, whelmed with strife. 
Strike for liberty and life!

Sons of Britain, ye know well 
How the clarion trumpets swell 
When, like some tempestuous star, 
Flares the oriflamme of war !
If it summon you to strife 
Strike for liberty and life!

Will ye bear the Teuton heel 
Crushing down your Commonweal? 
Will ye not avenge the wrong 
Europe hath endured so long ? 
Stay the tyranny and strife. 
Strike for liberty and life?

Hark ! they mutter in their sleep, ■ 
A1I those heroes of the deep— 
Nelson, Rodney, Hawkins, Drake, 
All who fought for Britain’s sake, 
Fought and died that such as we 
Might strike for life and liberty!

Ye, who answer Honour’s call 
To strive, to conquer, or to fall— 
Ye who call yourselves the sons 
Of Marlboroughs and Wellingtons— 
Claim your heritage of strife, 
Strike for liberty and life.

W. L. COURTNEY.
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What a German
Victory would Mean.

HE enemy to-day, as in the past, is 
the Prussian.

The enemy is that Prussia which 
having conquered and absorbed and cor
rupted Germany—-a subject only too apt 
therefor—-now attempts to conquer, absorb 
and corrupt all Europe.

Against Prussianisation it is worth while 
to fight, it is a duty to fight to the very 
end. It is only the materialists who doubt 
that. And the materialists are precisely 
those who have already a bit of the 
Prussian in them! We must not be de
ceived by the fact that these materialists 
cry out for a peace that means a German 
peace because of the pain and the loss of 
life that resistance to Prussianised Ger
many involves. It is because they are 
materialists that they have no spiritual ears 
to hear the Command :

"‘ Fear not them which kill the body and 
are not able to kill the soul! ”

How often have individuals and nations 
heard the materialists urging : " Save your 
skin and let the rest go ” ! The answer of 
the peoples who find their liberty and their 
ideals of civilisation menaced by Ger- 
manism is this: "Better be dead than 
German—better to sacrifice the life of the 
body than to sacrifice those things which, 
make the soul life of man! "‘

It is, indeed, only those who have 
already been part conquered by Prusso- 
Germanism and are dazzled by its boastful 
pedantry, its heavy materialism, its 
Kultur, meretricious as well as barbarous, 
its pretence of invincibility—it is only 
they, we say, who even dream of any sort 
of compromise with the enemy.

And let it be admitted that in most 
countries there is a handful of spiritually 
ansemic persons who find modern Ger- 
manism as attractive as the moth finds the 
candle.

Then there are certain snobs who fall 
an easy prey to the calculated blandish- 
merits of the Kaiser, who has for years in- 
dustriously received foreigners, especially 
those of self-importance (at the rate of 
twenty a week, it is said), with the object 
of winning them over to at least a qualified 
acceptance, conscious or unconscious, of 
the German programme of aggression. 
With snobs of all-nations the Kaiser, with 

his upturned moustache, thousands of 
uniforms, imperial pomp and all the rest 
of it, has had a huge prestige.

His predominant airs and his regimental 
fashion of government have appealed to 
certain British political failures who 
evidently experience an instinctive craving 
for Kaiserly "‘ efficiency"‘ as the alterna
tive to their own ineptitude.

Snobbery, incompetence and servility the 
world over are pro-German. To this list of 
pro-German elements, we may add second- 
rateness, which is inclined to answer to its 
sense of affinity with the second-rate, flat- 
footed, heavy-treading Kultur evolved and 
ensued by Imperial Germany.

The Kaiser seeks to find an opportunity 
for Germanism wherever he sees particu
larism. All groups, religious or political, 
are approached indirectly, if not directly. 
That is what is happening in Great Britain 
to-day. For example, Roman Catholics, 
Jews, Socialists, trade unionists and last 
but not least Suffragists—each and all of 
these groups—are invited to put their own 
interests or their own cause before the 
country, although the country is the hope 
and the means of protecting their interests 
and giving success to their cause!

But the matter is very simple ! It is not 
so much that Germanism would gain by the 
success of such manceuvres as that the 
groups in question would lose by yielding 
to Kaiserly wiles disguised or undisguised.

Thus inasmuch as the Roman Catholic 
Cburch should find any possibility of 
spiritual or material compromise with 
German policy it would by so much be con- 
demned now and hereafter.

In so far as the non-German Jews should 
further the purposes of the Kaiser they 
would harm their own interests and would 
lose in the eyes of the world far more than 
they could gain in the eyes of the Germans.

As to the Socialists, that element among 
British Socialists which has constituted 
itself the apologist of German aggression 
and in effect the accomplice of Germany, 
has already brought injury to the good 
fame of the Socialist movement which it 
will take long to undo* And, what is more, 
the cause of Socialism, especially in every 
laud outside Germany, would suffer ship- 
wreck as the result of a German victory, 
because the avowed German purpose is to 
create a gigantic system whereby the 
labour of non-German peoples will be ex- 
ploited in the interests of the German 
people. This exploitation will be far more 
severe and resistant to all attempts to over
throw it than the class exploitation within 
national borders which Socialism con- 
demns.

That trade unionists in the countries of 
the Allies and those who are munition- 
making in America shall go on strike in 
war time, is ardently desired in Germany. 
But if as a result of strikes, the Allies 
should want for coal or shells and Germany 
should win, then trade unionism and the 
interests for which it stands would suffer the 
worst possible disaster. In fact the biggest 
labour question humanity has ever known is 
this question of Germany’s desire to impose 

political and economic subjection upon the 
non-German world.

And if through the shortsightedness, 
whether of British trade unionists 01" of 
British employers, Germany should be 
allowed to win in this war, then would 
open the blackest and most hopeless 
chapter of human history—the blackest 
and most hopeless because it would repre- 
sent a horrible retrogression sealed by the 
deadly efficiency of scientific barbarism.

If a German victory would be an appal
ling calamity for men, it would for women 
be infinitely worse.

To defeat the Germans is the Woman 
Question of the present time.

German Kultur means and is the 
supremacy of the male. It is maleness 
carried to the point of obscenity, as Mrs. 
Pankhurst expressed it the other day. It 
is the rejection of the principle of the 
equality and the political co-operation of 
men and women.

The Germans themselves boast that they 
as a people represent the male principle 
as distinct from the female principle. In 
the Allied nations the Germans discern 
what they regard as the female principle 
in excess! Let British women not be. led 
astray by reports of much-advertised Ger- 
man laws concerning motherhood! which 
do not prevent a high infant mortality 
rate. Such laws do not prove anything 
more than a determination to have a large 
supply of sturdy German soldiers.

The dark and overwhelming fact 
remains that the Germans intend (they 
have said it often and clearly enough) to 
reduce the men—and all the more the 
women!—of the non-German peoples to 
economic and political subjection. Gone 
would be the newly-won votes of Danish 
women (for Denmark was long since 
marked down for conquest!). Gone would 
be in the other countries of Europe the very 
machinery of voting for men and all the 
more for women! Even if any European 
country long remained nominally inde
pendent the decisions of its electors would 
be subject to the will of Germany and so 
would not be in practical effect decisions at 
all!

Suffragists in general and militants in 
particular have once and for all realised 
that the Prussian is, for them as for all 
others intent upon liberty, the enemy— 
that the victory of Germanism would mean 
the death of Suffragism and the hope of it.

A militant Suffragist is naturally the 
last to ignore the hardships and difficulties 
that have been encountered in the course of 
British women’s struggle for the vote, but 
those hardships and difficulties are literally 
as nothing compared to the disaster to the 
Suffrage cause—the deadly blow to our 
present liberty and to our hope of greater 
liberty—that would result from a German 
victory.

Therefore let us all, women as well as 
men, whatever may be our religion or our 
politics, unite for the sake of our particular 
interests and beliefs and for the sake of our 
common citizenship and ideals against the 
enemy.

CHRISTABEL PANKHURST.

TO A PACIFIST—FROM A FRIEND OF JUSTICE
“ First German militarism and will to dominate must be destroyed—then a way 
must be found to make Germany keep her pledged word ”

PACIFIST associations formed in 
neutral countries have from time to 
time during the course of the war 
attempted to persuade individuals or asso- 

ciations in the countries of the Allies to 
meet in conference to discuss terms of 
peace. A characteristic of these "‘ peace- 
makers ” of neutral origin is that they 
profess impartiality as between the belli
gerents and draw no distinction between 
the Germans who attack and the Allies who 
defend themselves against attack.

One such invitation to discuss peace 
terms has been sent to the International 
League for the Right of Peoples, whose 
President is M. Denis, of the Sorbonne. 
The invitation has been declined and M. 
Denis as President of the League has made 
the following reply:

SIR,—In your letter dated June 10 last, 
you ask me if I should be disposed in prin- 
ciple to take part in a preliminary and 
confidential interview to be organised in 
the near future by your association, for 
the purpose of examining what ought to 
be the bases of the coming Treaty of Peace; 
and in order to try to prevent the return 
of events so terrible as the present war 
imposed by Germany and Austria, with 
the object of European and world domina- 
tion, an object which the two aggressors 
do not now dissimulate.

It is evident that the right of peoples, 
whose defence is the object of the League 
of which 1 have the honour to be Presi- 
dent, must be the very foundation of the 
future treaty.

It seems, then, that I ought readily to 
accept your invitation, but from the indi- 
cations that you give me as to the condi- 
tions in which your association is arrange 
ing meetings and a congress, that if at the 
present moment and in a preliminary con- 
fidential interview, your French guests 
would not find themselves in direct contact 
with your German guests, it is none the 
less certain that at subsequent assemblies 
the French whom you have invited would 
meet with Germans who have answered 
your appeal.

Now there is not one Frenchman, even 
of the most pacific opinions, who would 
now or during- this war consent voluntarily 
to collaborate with Germans whoever they 
may be.

A part of France is occupied by the 
Germans, who burn, pillage, steal and as-

< sassinate in violation of international law. 
But if that part of France is thus in the 

power of the Germans it is not as the result 
of loyally fought battles. This fact has 
not been sufficiently brought into relief. 
The German invasion could not have been 
accomplished over the frontiers where 
France had the right to establish her de- 
fensive fortifications. Herr von Jagow 
admitted this in his interview with the 
English Ambassador on August 4, 1914. 
The aggression took place across the 
northern frontier, whose inviolability was 
assured to France by treaty and which for 
that reason bail not been fortified.

The German occupation of part of 
French territory which has lasted for a 
year, the death of defenceless civilians— 
men, women and children—all the ruin and 
destruction are due to German treachery.

Now, the German nation has approved 

and made its own the abominable work of 
its Government and of its Army. All 
Germans, without distinction, are re- 
sponsible for the conduct of their political 
and military leaders. It is the whole 
nation which is responsible for these acts 
that are denounced by the conscience of 
the world. How then can a Frenchman 
accept an invitation to take part in any 
work in which a German collaborates?

There is there an insurmountable obstacle to my 
acceptance of your invitation, however cordial it 
may be.

I confess—and I say this in passing—that I do 
not well understand the confidential character of 
your invitation and the proposal of reunions not 
publicly avowed. As to that I am of the opinion 
that “If. you do not want people to know what 
you do, do not do it.”

In declining your invitation I obey, in the first 
place, the very legitimate feeling of repulsion and 
contempt felt by the victim with regard to his 
felon-aggressor. But I respond also to an im- 
perious motive of good-sense.

You know what is the object of the League for 
the Defence of the Right of Peoples—its title is 
enough clearly to indicate it.

The peace to come, if it is to be durable, must 
be founded upon the recognition of nationalities 
and their rights and in the first place of their 
rights to dispose of themselves. In establishing 
those rights and justifying them as to this, that or 
the other race, or this, that or the other group of 
populations, great difficulties may be encountered. 
It will be the work of the patriots of the countries 
in question to secure that their rights shall be 
recognised, proclaimed and respected by diplomats 
and Governments.

But before accomplishing this work, essential 
to the duration of the future peace and before 
establishing right and discussing its bases and 
determining their consequences, we must first 
secure respect for the pledged word. What is the 
good of studying the principles upon which the 
conditions of a contract are to be based, if one of 
those who has signed the contract and become 
bound by it professes contempt for treaties and 
proclaims that necessity knowing no law, he is 
not bound by his engagements if they are con- 
trary to his interests?

Germany for months past has respected none of 
the international agreements to which she is a 
party. It is superfluous to enumerate them be- 
cause the greatest of all was her first crime—that 
which she has publicly avowed—the violation of 
Belgian neutrality.

One cannot remember too clearly— 
above all when it is a question of the prin
ciples of right whose observance must be 
exacted from the Germans—the words 
spoken by the Chancellor von Bethmann 
Hollweg in the Reichstag, at the sitting of 
October 4, 1914:

Gentlemen, We are under the necessity of 
defending ourselves and necessity knows no law. 
Our troops have occupied Luxemburg and 
perhaps have already entered upon Belgian 
Territory. That is contrary to the rules of 
international law. A French attack upon our 
flanks over the Lower Rhine might have been 
fatal to us. Thus we were forced to ignore the 
justified protests of the Government of Luxem
burg and the Government of Belgium. The 
il legality—I speak openly—that we thus commit 
we shall seek to repair as soon as our military 
object has been achieved. When one is menaced 
as we are and when one fights for a supreme 
good, one does as one can.

The whole of Germany - approved these 
cynical words and the state of mind that 
they reveal. The German intellectuals, 
in their celebrated manifesto, did not sug
gest the slightest restriction upon the 
theory of their Government.

Before discussing the principles of right 

which must serve as the basis of the future 
Congress, in order to assure a durable 
peace, it is therefore indispensable to con- 
sider by what means we shall be able to 
constrain Germany not to break the con- 
ditions of the treaty of peace. That is the 
most urgent task. But one does not see 
how one would accept the collaboration of 
a subject of that Empire upon which the 
civilised world must impose respect for 
right and impose it by force and by dis- 
mnemberment if necessary.

At this point I must recall to you the 
reply made by M. Maurice Millioud, 
Professor of Sociology at the University of 
Lausanne, to the inquiry made by the 
T oir de l} Humanite as to the conditions of 
the treaty of future peace and the possi- 
bility of disintegration of territory :

" I render homage to the generosity of 
your intentions,” answered Professor 
Millioud; "but it seems to me that you 
shut your eyes to the terrible lesson of this 
war—a lesson more tragic than the war 
itself—that there is no reciprocity of good 
faith between the nations and that before 
asking what treaty one shall make, it is 
necessary to know what one can do to en- 
sure that the treaty shall not be a mockery.

"Perhaps there are efficacious means of 
doing that other than the breaking up of 
territory ; I should wish it. Yet if no 
other way is found, I say that we must not 
shrink from that one because the arrange- 
ment that has to be made before every
thing is that which will render other 
arrangements possible ! ‘ ‘

If the logic of the reasoning of Professor 
Millioud seems to you as clear and irre- 
futable as it seems to us, the first question, 
that which transcends every other to be 
considered and resolved by your associa- 
tion, is then the question of the means to 
be employed to ensure in an absolute 
fashion the observance by the Germans of 
the conditions of the treaty of peace.. . .

In conclusion, I can assure you that the 
League for the Defence of the Right of 
Peoples is not indifferent to the ideas of 
justice which inspire your work. It is 
these ideas which are the raison d'etre of 
the League. I cannot take part in your 
work, either publicly or confidentially:

(1) Because Germans are invited to take 
part in it and no Frenchman can accept 
any participation whatever with any one of 
them so long as one German occupies the 
soil of France which they have been able 
to invade only thanks to one of their 
felonies—-the violation of Luxemburg and 
of Belgium. •

(2) Because before determining the basis 
of right upon which must be established 
the future treaty of peace, it is necessary 
by the destruction of Prussian militarism 
and of the pan-Germanist will to dominate 
to create a general and an absolute need 
of equity and of liberty, an atmosphere of 
respect for the rights of all.

(3) Because also it is necessary before 
everything to find a means of imposing 
upon Germany the obligation to respect 
treaties—a respect which is absent in her 
and against which she revolts, not recog
nising any other authority than that of 
force, . (Signed) E. DENIS,

Professor at the Sorbonne, President of the 
International League for the Right of Peoples.
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THE GERMANS IN BELGIUM YERs SERBIA SEA LAW v. TRUE HUMANITY
Belgian workers on strike—against the Germans!
The following account of German oppression 

of the people and especially the workers 
of invaded Belgium is given by a corre
spondent of the French Socialist news
paper “ L’Humanite ” :

HEN in the month of September 
last the German Socialist depu- 
ties, Noske and Koster, came to 

visit us at the Socialist headquarters at 
Brussels to give to US Belgian Socialists 
an assurance of the excellent intentions 
of the German authorities with regard to 
our co-operative work, we all had the im- 
pression, as I told you in the account that 
I have already given of that memorable 
interview, that they were charged with an 
ojjichd mission.

Their mission was to persuade Belgian 
workmen-—principally the railway men— 
to work to supply the needs of the German 
army. Just think, there are in Belgium 
sixty to seventy thousand railwaymen, 
postal workers and telegraphists who had 
to be replaced, as far as possible, by 
German workers! If they could succeed 
in bringing back to work these Belgian 
workers, that meant a whole German 
army corps set free to fight!

Now, in spite of the checks they have 
sustained and in spite of the resistance 
which they have met everywhere during 
the last twelve months, the Germans con- 
tinue to pursue their plan with that 
tenacity which is perhaps their most 
characteristic quality. Persuasion, cun- 
ning manoeuvres, mild methods not having 
succeeded, they have had recourse to 
pressure and to violence.

I have informed you on several occasions 
of the admirable resistance which our 
workers have opposed to them, at Char- 
leroi, at Malines, at Ghent, at Luttre. 
The Twentieth Century, the Belgian news
paper which is published at Havre, has 
received on the subject of the attitude of 
the workers at Luttre, some new and truly 
moving information. I will sum it up as 
well as I can.

As the result of the refusal of the Bel
gian workers to resume work in conformity 
with the requisitions of the German 
authority at Luttre-Pont-a-Celles, they 
have tried to starve them into submission. 
The communal authorities have been for- 
bidden to give them any help in the way 
of either food or money. With the object 
of depriving them of all resources, the 
German authorities proceeded to arrest 
and imprison nearly all the officials and 
agents of the Belgian Government who 
have been co-operating in the distribution 
of relief, as well as notable persons who 
have been giving voluntary help in this 
work. In . addition, the workers are the 
objects of various threats. They are 
threatened that they will see their houses 
burnt down, that they will be sent them

selves with their families as prisoners into 
Germany, that German workers shall be 
quartered upon them. They are requisi- 
tinned at their house by soldiers with fixed 
bayonets. If they happen to be out of 
their homes, the Germans take as hostages, 
to be held until they make their appear- 
ance at the factory, a member of their 
family, father, mother, wife, or child. 
That was notably the case with regard to 
a young girl of fourteen years old.

The arrest of the wives of workmen was 
an everyday affair at the epoch of the re- 
quisition. German officers grossly in- 
suited the workers who refused to work 
because of their patriotic feeling, or 
because they had a son, a brother or friend 
at the Front.

Belgian workmen before being sent into 
Germany are kept prisoners for nine days 
in a third-class railway compartment, or 
in waggons designed for animals, in such 
numbers that they are obliged to sleep 
sitting or in a squatting posture. They 
are not allowed to get out of the compart- 
ment to satisfy their natural needs. They 
suffer from want of air and from heat, 
the railway carriages being left standing 
all day in the rays of the sun. Finally, 
in the waggons, for animals which have 
not been cleaned arise nauseating smells 
of excrement and urine.

The German authorities had first of all 
authorised the feeding of prisoners by 
their families; but on the sixth day, ex- 
asperated by their resistance, they put 
them on dry bread and water.

As a coercive measure against the popu
lation of Pont-a-Celles, the threat was 
made that 150 Uhlans should be sent for 
to be lodged and fed by and at the expense 
of the inhabitants. This threat was put 
into execution, except that the Uhlans did 
not remain with the inhabitants longer 
than a day and a night.

The Uhlans patrolled the streets in order 
to intimidate the population. In the 
course of these patrols they go as far as 
to charge with their lances peaceable in
habitants talking on the threshold of their 
homes. Two persons were wounded in one 
of these charges. They escort, lance in 
hand,- workers requisitioned in the villages 
in the neighbourhood of Pont-a-Celles, 
with the object of terrorising others.

In spite of all their brutalities and 
vexations of every kind, the population 
maintained their calm and dignified atti- 
in de, their energy and their coldness with 
regard to the Germans.

The peace-at-any-price pro-Germans who 
profess to be Socialists and Democrats 
talk of the solidarity of the workers of the 
world as a reason why they should not 
help to defeat the Kaiser and his " horde 
of slaves.” The martyrdom of the Bel
gian workers should stir the workers 
of all other lands to fight until Belgium 
is free and German aggression smashed.

F the civilisation and moral progress of a nation 
are to be measured by the happiness and 
prosperity of its people, then indeed our Ally 

Serbia takes a high place among the nations. For 
Serbian laws and customs are such as to make it the 
only country ■ in Europe which has no pauper class 
and consequently no need for a poor-law system or - 
workhouses.

One of the glorious results of this war will be the 
re-establishment in Serbia of the well-being which 
existed before the war period; and the bringing into 
the Serbian national family, those others of the same 
race who have been under alien rule. It is because 
in their daily life the Serbs have given practical 
expression to the principles of Christianity and 
because the system of class exploitation is rejected 
by them, that the twin curses of poverty and enor- 
mous riches, of demoralising penury and demoralising 
luxury, are unknown in their land.

Long may Serbia—the greater and united Serbia— 
live and flourish ; and soon may other nations realise 
how much can be learnt from Serbia, where social 
organisation is concerned !

Patriotism is the Politics of Serbia
As Mr. G. M. Trevelyan, in a recent article in the 

Atlantic / onthly, after referring to the victory of the 
Serbs last December, " when they drove an Austrian 
host of four hundred thousand, twice as numerous 
as themselves, in headlong rout from the Serbian 
soil and captured all their artillery " ; and describing 
it as the most thrilling feat of arms that this war 
has anywhere witnessed and as a triumph of the 
human spirit against material odds, says:

The Serbians won because they were free men 
—accustomed to freedom, fighting to save their 

• country from a host of war-slaves who spoke 
six different languages and were for the most 
part lukewarm or hostile to the cause in which 
they were compelled to fight.

The patriotism of the Serbians surpasses the 
patriotism of any nation engaged in this war. 
For they are free and equal at home and they 
have no class divisions. There is no arriere 
pensee in their devotion to their country's cause. 
They have no politics except patriotism, no 
loyalty except to their country. There is no 
nation in Europe so much at one with itself and 
with its Government.

What British Socialists should Do
If certain British Socialists, instead of acting as 

special pleaders for Germany from a brief prepared 
in Berlin, would devote themselves to a study of the 
means whereby a form of practical Socialism is carried 
into effect by the Serbian people; and if they would 
consider how the Serbian system might in some of 
its aspects at least be applied as a cure of social ills 
in our own and other countries, they would be better 
employed.

The importance of Small States
We would draw their attention to these further 

statements by Mr. G. M. Trevelyan. Having spoken 
of the oppression under which the South Slavs, sub- 
jects of Austria-Hungary, have long suffered, Mr. 
Trevelyan says that " the terrorism existing in the 
South Slav provinces of Austria-Hungary since the 
war began is as bad as anything in the annals of 
oppression.”

Alluding to the inclusion in the Austrian army 
of the Slavs under Austrian rule, Mr. Trevelyan 
says :

We are told that the time for small States has 
gone by. But if the big Empires that devour ? 
them deny all racial, cultural and political 
liberty within their borders and turn all 
their subjects irrespective of personal or racial 
differences into so many pieces of a grinding 
military machine, then the extinction of little 
democracies like Serbia and others elsewhere 
would mean the extinction of human freedom 
and of all that is noblest in the spirit of man.

In these words is summed up one of the main 
reasons why the Germans and their Allies must be 
defeated finally and irrevocably in this present war. 
Any realisation, however small in extent, of German 
aims would mean the living death of those people 
brought under German rule and would mean another 
German onslaught upon the remainder of Europe in 
fifteen or twenty years' time. The additional re- 
sources conquered by Germany under a compromise 
peace at the close of this war would be used to ensure 
a complete Prussian victory over Europe in the future 
war. And as for the time for small States having 
gone by 1—who says such a thing unless they are 
Germans or pro-Germans? On the contrary, this 
war is teaching us the value and the necessity for 
their own people and for Europe of the small States !

THE manifesto which appears below 
was addressed in May 1874 to the 
Right Hon. Benjamin Disraeli by 

various associations of working men in 
Birmingham. It is an argument against the 
restriction imposed by the Declaration of 
Paris, 1856, upon the right of a belligerent 
to make war on his enemy’s commerce. The 
effect of the Declaration of Paris, so the 
signatories of the manifesto contended, was 
to " make property more sacred than life ” 
and to deprive a maritime Power of the right 
possessed by Continental Powers fighting pri
marily on land to levy contributions from an 
enemy’s country. The manifesto is interest- 
ing for the account it gives of history and 
law relating to naval warfare. It throws 
light upon the fact that to give protection at 
sea to the commerce of a militaristic land 
Power encourages wars and prolongs them 
and increases the destruction of property on 
land and what is worse increases the destruc
tion of human life! True humanity consists 
in restricting land warfare against life rather 
than in restricting sea warfare against com
merce. War upon commerce at sea actually 
shortens war upon life on land!

To the Right Hon. Benjamin Disraeli, 
M.P.

Great Britain, surrounded by the sea, 
with a larger population than she grows 
food for, depends even for the necessities 
of life on the waters which wash her 
shores. Her mineral riches and manufac- 
turing capabilities give employment to her 
dense population and the products of 
their labour provide the means of purchas
ing necessaries in the markets of the 
world, while her extensive coast line and 
many ports and harbours furnish ships and 
seamen, the vehicles of communication and 
exchange. The liberty of the seas and the 
enjoyment of maritime rights are conse- 
quently for England at once a source of 
greatness and a condition of existence even 
in time of peace.

The sea, which is her highway in peace, 
lies between her and her enemy. In war 
it affords the means of enforcing justice 
from, or defence against, an aggressor 
and thus becomes her battlefield.

It is one on which she can act inexpen
sively and the only one on which she can 
act effectually. If beaten there she is 
helpless everywhere and the enemy, even 
without landing, could cut off her sup
plies and reduce her by famine. Naval 
supremacy and the exercise of belligerent 
rights at sea are, therefore, for England 
an indispensable element of independence 
and a guarantee of victory in the event 
of war.

For Englishmen there cannot then be 
a subject of graver interest, or better 
worth attention, than maritime law or 

law applied to the sea and defining the 
rights and duties to be there enjoyed and 
performed in peace or war.

In peace " the right of navigating and 
" fishing in the open sea being a right 
■■ common to all men, the nation which 
"‘ attempts to exclude another from that 
et advantage does it an injury and gives a 

."‘ sufficient cause for war; but war intro- 
" duces other rights and those have been 
"‘carefully laid down from earliest times. 
“ They consist in the right of forcing the 
"‘ enemy to do justice by cutting of his 
" resources and capturing or killing him if 
"‘ he resists and include the right of

" 1st. Seizing his ships and goods;
Si 2nd. Seizing his goods on board 

"‘neutral ships;
“3rd. Blockading his ports;
ct 4th. Preventing neutrals supplying 

" him with contraband goods;
"‘ 5th. Searching all ships to enforce 

" these rights;
" 6th. Commissioning the mercantile 

‘ ‘ marine to aid the ordinary warships in 
‘ this duty." (Vattel, B. i., c. xxiii.. 
Si 282.)

The Consolato Del Mare, compiled in 
the twelfth century by St. Louis, King of 
France, from the codes of the then Mari
time States, provides:

If the captured vessel is neutral property and 
the cargo the property of enemies, the captain 
may compel the merchant vessel to carry the 
enemy's cargo to a place of safety, where the 
prize may be secure from all danger of recapture, 
paying to the vessel the whole freight which she 
would have earned at her delivering port and 
this freight shall be ascertained by the ship's 
papers, or in default of necessary documents, the 
oath of the master shall be received as to the 
amount of the freight.

If the ship should belong to the enemy, the 
cargo being the whole or in part neutral pro- 
perty, some reasonable agreement should be 
entered into on account of the ship now become 
lawful prize, between the captain and the mer- 
chant owning the cargo.

VATTEL, in his Law of Nations, says:
Effects belonging to an enemy found on board 

a neutral ship are seizable by the rights of war, 
but by the law of nations the master is to be paid 
his freight and not to suffer by the seizure. 
(B. iii., o. vii., s. 115.)

The effects of neutrals found in an enemy's 
ship are to be restored to the owners, against 
whom there is no right of confiscation, but with- 
out any allowance for detention, decay, &c. ; the 
loss sustained by the neutral on this occasion is 
an accident to which they expose themselves by 
sending them in an enemy’s ship. (s. 116.)

All commerce is entirely prohibited with a 
besieged town. If I lay siege to a place, or only 
form the blockade, I have a right to hinder any- 
one from entering and to treat as an enemy 
whoever attempts to enter the place, or carry 
anything to the besieged without my leave, 
(s. 117.)

So early as the time of .Henry III. 
England's strength was shown to reside in 
her ships. Frederick, asking for help 
against the then Tartar invasion, spoke of 
" Fertile England, valorous in its men and 
protected by its fleets. . . .”

The Treaty of 1667, between England 
and Holland, stipulated " Free ships, free 
goods,” but this was a grant of a privi- 
lege, not an alteration of law, as the 
Treaty between England and Sweden of 
1661 is to this effect: " If the goods of 
an enemy are found in the ship of the 
confederate, that part only which belongs 
to the enemy shall be made prize and what 
belongs to the confederate shall be imme- 
diately restored. The same rule shall like- 
wise be observed if the goods of the con- 
federate are found on board a ship of the 
enemy. . .

In 1752, Frederick the Great of Prussia 
attempted to induce England to surrender 
the right of search. The matter was re
ferred to the law officers of the Crown and 
the answer drawn up by Mr. W. Murray 
(afterwards Lord Mansfield) contained 
these words :

When two Powers are at war they have a right 
. to make prizes of the ships, goods and effects of 

each other upon the high seas. V: hatever is the 
property of the enemy may be acquired by 
capture at sea, but the property of a friend 
cannot be taken, provided he has observed his 
neutrality. Hence, the law of nations (that is 
the law of all nations) has established that the 
goods of an enemy on board the ship of a friend 
can be taken ; that the lawful goods of a friend 
on board the ship of an enemy are to be restored; 
that contraband goods going to the enemy, 
though the property of a friend, may be taken 
as prize, because they supply the enemy with 
what enables him to carry on the war, which is 
a departure from neutrality.

Frederick the Great abandoned his 
claims. . . .

When England and France were at war, 
France having signed a treaty with the 
United States in the sense of free ships, 
free goods, while England had not, the 
Americans allowed the English to seize 
French goods in their ships, but did not 
allow the French to seize English goods. 
The French threatened.

The Americans replied in the Note of 
1798: .

Before the Treaty with Great Britain, the 
Treaty with France existed. It follows then 
that the rights of England, being neither 
increased nor diminished by compact, remain pre- 
cisely in their natural state, which is to seize 
enemies' property wherever found and this is the 
received and allowed practice where no treaty has 
intervened.

The Convention of 1801 between 
England and Russia stipulated that 
goods oil board neutral vessels shall be 
free with the exception of "‘ contraband 
goods and enemy's property .f 9 Russia, 
however, obtained a clause that the 
right of visiting vessels under convoy shall 
be "‘ exercised by men-of-war only and not 
by privateers.”

Lord NELSON, in the House of Lords 
on November 13. 1801, speaking of this 
Convention, said:

The Convention had put an end to the prin- 
ciple endeavoured to be enforced by the Armed 
Neutrality in 1780 and by the late combination

{Continued on neat page.^
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of the Northern Powers, that free ships make free 
goods—a proposition so monstrous in itself and 
so injurious to the maritime interests of this 
country, that if it had been persisted in, we 
ought not to have concluded the war with these 
Powers while a single man, a single shilling, or 
a single drop of blood remained in the country.

On January 1, 1802, Lord HAWKES- 
BURY wrote to the English Plenipoten- 
tiary at Amiens :

His Majesty will never consent to place out of 
his hands in a treaty of peace those means 
which may be necessary for the security of his 
dominions in time of war. (Lord Cornwallis’s 
Memoirs, vol. iii., p. 430.)

In 1807 the English Declaration against 
Russia said :

His Majesty proclaims anew those principles of 
maritime law against which the Armed Neutrality 
under the auspices of the Empress Catherine 
were originally directed and against which the 
present hostilities of Russia are determined. 
Those principles have been recognised and acted 
on in the best periods of the history of Europe 
and acted upon by no Power with more strict- 
ness and severity than Russia herself in the reign 
of the Empress Catherine. Those principles 
it is the right and duty of His Majesty to main- 
tain against every confederacy. His Majesty, 
under the blessing of Providence, is determined 
to maintain them. They have at all times contri- 
buted essentially to the support of the maritime 
power of Great Britain.

In 1807 the Armed Neutrality was a 
repetition of the former one, but Russia 
soon turned round and declared on May 14, 
1809:

As we have learned by experience during the 
last year that the enemy found means through 
the medium of neutral vessels of obtaining the 
produce he required and of exchanging his own, 
we command:

1st. That ships arriving in our ports shall 
prove the neutrality of the property.

2nd. Ships loaded in port with goods which 
shall be proved to be the produce or manufacture 
of an enemy’s country shall be detained, the 
goods shall be confiscated and sold by public sale 
for the benefit of the Crown. If more than half 
of the cargo consists of such goods then not only 
the cargo, but the ship also shall be confiscated.

BONAPARTE’S a Milan Decree," 
Art. 3, said:

The British Isles are enclosed in a state of 
blockade, every vessel to whatever nation it may 
belong and whatever may be its cargo, 
despatched from ports of England or of English 
colonies, or of countries occupied by English 
troops, or going to England or into the English 
colonies, or into countries occupied by English 
troops, is good prize, as contravening the present 
decree; it shall be captured by our vessels of 
war or by our cruisers and adjudged to the 
captor.

The English DeclaTation against 
If ranee, 1812, said:

The enemy requires that we should recognise 
as a principle that the goods of an enemy under 
a neutral flag should be treated as neutral goods 
and that the goods of a neutral under a hostile 
flag should be treated as enemy’s goods. By 
these demands the enemy requires that Great 
Britain and all civilised nations shall at his 
pleasure renounce the natural and incontestable 
rights of war; that Great Britain in particular 

shall surrender all the advantages of her naval 
superiority.

THIBAUDE AUS " Congress of Cha- 
tillon " tells us that in 1814 the instruc- 
tions of the British Government are to the 
effect that all discussions relative to the 
maritime code would be contrary to the 
usages observed in negotiations such as the 
present. That the Cabinet of London 
neither will grant nor require any conces- 
s ion bearing upon rights which it considers 
obligatory and capable of being regulated 
only by the laws of nations—a declaration 
to which the other Courts agreed.

From the middle of the seventeenth cen
tury to the Treaty of Vienna there were 
115 Treaties among the nations of Europe, 
twenty-two of them limiting the right of 
search between certain Powers, but not 
affecting themselves when becoming reci
procally belligerent. These Treaties were 
not renewed, but intentionally dropped, 
the English Government not so much as 
allowing the subject to be discussed, but 
simply returning to the law as laid down 
by the Consolato Del Mare and Vattel.

Thus England overcame all opposition by 
understanding and enforcing her rights. It 
was not that she made a great effort to sup- 
port the law, but the law supported her and 
enabled her to make the effort.

On April 16, 1856, the Plenipotentiaries 
at Paris signed a declaration :

" 1st. That privateering is and remains 
" abolished.

" 2nd. The neutral flag covers enemies’ 
" goods, with the exception of contraband 
“ of war."'

This declaration was not a treaty, or 
part of a treaty, or an agreement, as it 
contains no reciprocal or equivalent obliga- 
tions or engagements, but is simply a 
falsehood contained in an annex to a proto
col of the Conference of Paris. It pre- 
tends to abolish the natural advantages 
and destroy the prosperity and indepen- 
deuce of England without consulting the 
nation; affects to change and reverse the 
law and practice of England without the 
authority of the Crown; and it seeks to 
make property more sacred than life and is 
therefore an invasion of the liberties of the 
people, an infraction of the privileges of Par- 
liament, an usurpation of the prerogative of 
the Crown, and a violation of the law of 
nations.

It has not been ratified by the Queen, 
assented to by Parliament, or approved by 
the people of England and has been re- 
peatedly broken by the principal parties 
to it when it suited their convenience. It 
is consequently not binding in any legal 
sense, but because it has not been form ally 
disavowed it is said by some to be morally 
binding and its extension is contended for 
mainly on the grounds of the evils arising 
from it. To extend an evil is not to 
remedy it and the proper thing to do is 
to remove the cause and disavow the 
declaration.

On May 22, 1856, Lord COLCHESTER 
moved in the House of Lords:

" That the most eminent jurists of all ages have 
accepted as a principle of international law that 
the right of capturing an enemy's goods on board 
neutral vessels is inherent in all belligerent 
Powers. That the maintenance of the right is 
of essential importance and its abandonment of 
serious injury to a Power whose main reliance is 
on her naval superiority. That this House deeply 
regrets that a principle so long and so strenuously 
maintained should in the recent Congress at Paris 
have been suddenly abandoned, without previous 
sanction or knowledge of Parliament, by pleni- 
potentiaries assembled for the purpose of discuss, 
ing the terms in which peace with Russia might 
be concluded and the affairs of the East satis- 
factorily adjusted?’

On March 1, 1857, Lord JOHN 
RUSSELL called attention to the Declara
tion of Paris. He said :

“ The rules that free bottoms make free 
goods and the goods of a belligerent are 
safe in neutral vessels have always been 
regarded as injurious to the supremacy of 
maritime countries and especially to the 
maritime Power of England. I hope no 
Minister will set his seal to a treaty contain
ing any stipulation of this kind without the 
most cautious deliberation.”

Mr. J. S. PHILLIMORE said the 
abandonment of our maritime rights was the 
abandonment of that which Continental 
nations must always possess—the levying of 
contributions from an enemy country. This 
was Napoleon’s mode of carrying on war. 
That great man always maintained that the 
most deadly blow which could be struck at 
England’s power was to force her to give up 
these maritime rights.

The subject dropped. From the above 
recital of facts and authorities it appears: 
That the maritime power of England con
sists in the ability derived from her 
natural advantages of exercising on the 
high seas the natural right of all nations 
at war of seizing the enemy’s goods, which 
compels the enemy to employ his navy in 
defending its trade and so exposes it to 
be attacked and defeated and prevents it 
making descents on her shores. That the 
Declaration of Paris was not a treaty, but 
a false declaration, injurious to England 
if acted upon, contrary to the law of 
England, of nations in both matter and 
manner, was not authorised, has not been 
sanctioned or ratified, has been repeatedly 
broken and is not legally binding and 
ought not to be extended, but dis
avowed and declared null and void. 
The time seems favourable. The object 
of Her Majesty's present Ministers has 
been avowed to be to restore England to 
a position of respect in the Councils of 
Europe. This would be the means. The 
undersigned therefore earnestly implore 
you to take the necessary steps to' have the 
Declaration of Paris of 1856 declared null 
and not binding on this country; and 
further to make inquiry as to the means 
by which the Declaration of March 28, 
1854 and that of April 16, 1856, were 
falsely made to appear as Acts emanating 
from Her Majesty the Queen.

"A DYNASTY OF FRAUD AND FORCE”
A German historian’s indictment of the Hohenzollerns

Under the title " Who is the Real Enemy 
of Germany? ” the historian ONNO 
KLOPP, an old-time non-Prussian and 
non-Prussianised German, wrote in 1868 
an indictment of the Hohenzollerns and 
Prussianism which was veritably and 
tragically prophetic. We here repro
duce a third instalment.*

HAS the Hohenzollern dynasty ever 
employed its enormous military 
power, squeezed out of the blood 

and the sweat of its unfortunate people, 
for the protection of Germany? Perhaps 
in the wars of the French Revolution?

The French contemporaries most em
phatically assert that the conduct of the 
Prussian Government and especially the 
bragging Manifesto of 1782, was one of 
the chief levers used by the Jacobins to 
force the offended national pride into the 
unhappy paths of these days; whilst after- 
wards, when the Revolution was foaming 
and boiling over, the Prussian Government 
neglected to do their part of the duty to 
prevent an exploding discharge over the 
frontier.

They kept aloof in order to allow the 
work of the destruction of the German 
Constitution, which had been already 
commenced by them, to be achieved by 
the Jacobins, by abandoning to them the 
left shore of the Rhine as a recompense, 
the reversion of the possessions of the 
German neighbours. And that not only of 
the clerical Princes alone.

At the time of the treaty of peace of 
Basel in 1795, the secret articles already 
betrayed the craving of the Hohenzollerns 
after the possession of Hanover, which 
during a period of eleven years formed 
the chief point which determined their 
policy towards the Western Powers.

The State of the Hohenzollern has never 
once drawn the sword for Germany. 
Whatever may have been the sentiments 
of these Germans who served under their 
standard, the policy of that House was 
in 1814 as well as afterwards decided 
solely towards carrying on a war of con
quest for its own selfish interest. . . .

The natural and just wishes of the 
German nation were not realised at the 
Congress of Vienna.

The German Confederation was formed 
nevertheless and the Hohenzollern dynasty 
joined it. This was done. as all subse
quent acts have shown, not in order to 
advance the German federative principle, 
but to thwart its development and at the 
first occasion to rend asunder, in a similar 
way as formerly the Empire, the Con
federation and to turn the German 
countries into materials for annexation for 
themselves.

* Previous instalments appeared in the issues of 
August 13 and 20.

(Continued from last week.)

The real position of the Powers had 
unfortunately become obscured. First by 
their ephemeral relation from 1813 to 
1815; then by the creation of the so-called 
Holy Alliance, a compact which was en
tirely untrue and unnatural in its object 
and essence and lastly by the necessity 
of the State of the Hohenzollerns to 
assimilate the newly acquired provinces to 
its own principles.

Thus, it came to pass that Germany, 
France and the whole of Europe, during 
the long peace of fifty years, almost forgot 
upon what principles that State of the Hohen
zollerns was based. They forgot the point 
of view according to which the Empress 
Maria Theresa addressed such seriously 
warning words to the Queen of France. 
These words ought to form for Austria as 
well as for France, for each of the German 
Governments and the neighbouring coun
tries, the starting-point from which their 
political views and considerations should 
be drawn.

There are volcanoes which repose during 
scores of years, nay, even during centuries. 
The injury sustained by our forefathers 
becomes less vivid in the recollection of 
succeeding generations. They build their 
peaceful cottages upon the cooled-down 
lava, trusting that the fires of the earth 
have become extinguished. The summit 
of the mountain glitters from the light 
falling upon the snow and ice, which from 
having lain there scores of years is con
sidered eternal and yet these forces work 
unceasingly and the mountains only 
slumber.

A similar anxiety might have presented 
itself from time to time in the mind of 
the Empress Maria Theresa, when she gave 
utterance to the words in 1778. But 
people consoled themselves with the idea 
that one half of the military power of the 
Hohenzollern State, that is the Landwehr 
(militia), was incapable of being employed 
in an aggressive war or a war. of con quest.

That idea was_so deeply rooted that in 
the minds of the people it was not even 
abandoned, when that man, in whom in 
out times, the principle of the Hohenzol- 
lerns was concentrated in a like manner 
as that of a century ago in King Frede
rick II., declared before the whole world 
that his system would be one of “ Blood 
and Iron." Nor was that idea relin- 
quished when at the same time the re- 
organisation of the Prussian army tended 
to the clearly perceptible aim of trans
forming the Landwehr into an army of 
aggression.

It is true Prussian policy has at the 
same time not neglected to employ those 
other means, which Maria Theresa pointed 
out in her words of 1778 as one of its 
characteristics; namely, to make use of un- 
truths in every shape and form.

In the year 1860, King William was 
heard to address in Baden-Baden the 
Princes there assembled in terms which 
were becoming to a straightforward, honest 
and well-intentioned man.

He pledged his kingly word not * to 
break up the Bund, nor to menace the 
rights of the other Princes, but to guard 
and protect them. . . .

The number of these persons was as yet 
very small indeed, who at that time, 
having a thorough knowledge of the 
Hohenzollern dynasty and policy, declared 
their sincere conviction that these words 
were but vain lies and sham. . . .

The year 1866 produced this crisis. The 
policy of the Hohenzollern dynasty—for it 
was only to this that my attention was 
paid and not to the will of the people 
under. Its sway—showed itself in its full 
light exactly as ninety years before the 
Empress Maria Theresa had predicted it, 
as an active and vigorous military despotism 
caring neither for right, truth, nor honour, 
utterly regardless of everything save the 
furtherance of its own selfish interests, only 
with this difference, that in place of its 
former cynicism in religious matters there 
was now substituted—it is difficult to say 
which is the more despicable—dissimulating 
hypocrisy. The difference, however, is 
merely of a personal nature. It does not 
alter the features of the case. The facts 
are patent before our eyes.

But there is another danger which has 
arisen from the rapid and great success of 
that policy.

This danger lies in the inclination which 
many Germans have, to accept the appa- 
rently accomplished fact of the victory of 
the Prussian system of force.

We say apparently accomplished fact. 
The victory of Koniggratz, as well as the 
treaty of peace of Prague, are un
doubtedly accomplished facts, but not on 
that account a final triumph of the Prus
sian violence in general. The former 
facts do not form the basis of a durable 
state of things; for they are irreconcilable 
with all the political views till now 
common in Europe. They challenge con
tradiction from the latter. They are not 
the last acts of the terrible drama, which the 
insatiable appetite of the Hohenzollern 
dynasty for swallowing up the countries, 
has brought about in Europe, but they are 
the prelude of others that will follow. The 
mistake of confounding the one with the 
other is often made in Germany; we are 
desirous to prevent its spreading further.

We do not address those who already 
before the catastrophe of 1866 professed to 
believe in the fiction that the Hohenzollern 
State represented a national German prin
ciple, as it is useless to attempt to reason 
with those who knowingly profess an 
untruth.

But we address those who, by reviewing 
the present state of affairs, endeavour to 
effect the result, that Prussia should be 
absorbed and transformed by Germany, 
They say that the state of affairs at the 
present is only a period of transition and 
that from it will come forth a united and 
free Germany.

(To be continued.)
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